STUCCO-RITE®

Welded Wire Sheets provide superior rigidity:
Stucco Rite® is designed to achieve maximum rigidity, to allow for easy installation. Stucco-Rite® "Kwik Track" or double wire allows for easy placement of screws when attaching to steel studs. All Stucco-Rite® products will provide for a uniform plane on which to apply the plaster.

Designed to significantly reduce cold joints:
Stucco-Rite® is designed with an open lug, reducing the need to add costly installation time for the installer to manually eliminate an unwanted cold joint.

Stucco-Rite® 16 gauge and 195 HD galvanized welded wire fabric is a 2" x 2" mesh product with a slotted absorptive paper between a face and backer. There is a water permeable paper backing that allows the installer to take one pass at installing a stucco subsystem, saving time and money.

Stucco-Rite® 195 HD made with 16 ga wire, plus 11 ga and 15 ga wire for added strength:
K-Lath® double-wire Stucco-Rite® 195 HD dramatically increases the efficiency of reinforcement on steel stud applications. Designed for 24" on-center applications, our product comes with a double-wire channel for precise fastening using screws in sheet studs.

Full 1/4" Self Furring:
Stucco-Rite® maintains precise spacing between netting and studs. This ensures the wire is properly embedded for optimal reinforcement, while providing for a uniform, even base coat, minimizing plaster waste.

Pre-forming capability for tight installations:
While Stucco-Rite® is made with rigid wire to hold its shape on the wall, it is easy to form for tight, tough-to-reach areas. The ease in which the wire can be formed and installed eliminates the additional cost of what could be an expensive component to the construction of a wall subsystem.

Specifications:
Stucco-Rite® welded wire lath:
16 ga 2" x 2" welded wire lath for reinforcement and crack control of plaster, masonry and cultured stone. Excellent alternative to 3.4 metal lath.

- Rigid 1/4" furring for consistent proper embedment
- Redline printing on suction paper to ensure quick, easy and correct fastener placement
- Optional Kwik Track double wire for easy attachment with screws
- Stucco-Rite® HD includes stiffening wires for heavier loads and wider stud spacing
- Galvanized wire for superior corrosion protection
- Paper backed for quick installation: Grade D-regular, Grade D-60 min, Grade D-double paper
- Easy to handle and install sheets (28" wide x 102")
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